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“Just PDF it” – the cultural meaning of PDF
(adapted from “A Technical and Cultural Assessment of the Mueller Report” on pdfa.org)

Everyone knew that the US Department of Justice would release the Mueller Report as a 
PDF file. It’s safe to say the DoJ never even considered other options. No one suggested a 
Word file, or a set of TIFF images, or a website, or an XPS file, or EPUB, or plain text.

They simply assumed they’d use PDF. Why?

Authenticity
Mueller needed to unambiguously “freeze” or fix his document for the purposes of submit-
ting a report. PDF is the only mainstream document format offering this capability.

Why is fixed-ness (“rendering”) so important? It contains the clues humans use to judge 
authenticity, such as dates, logos and signatures, and in many other, more subtle ways 
related to layout and formatting. This is why people exchange contracts rather than sim-
ply share access to a web page. The need for a rendering made it easy to predict that DoJ 
would release a PDF, and would never have considered a DOCX, or posting the text as 
HTML on a website.

Choosing PDF assures the press and the public that they are seeing Mueller’s actual report.

Redaction
PDF is the only electronic document format that fully supports redaction; there’s no model 
for redaction in web content or other formats.

Infrastructure technology
Almost every business in the world relies on PDF for documents as much as they rely on 
electricity to power their lights; the format is integral to the communications infrastructure 
of the modern world.

There is no substitute
PDF is the only format capable of carrying the cultural and technical requirements for 
important communications in the modern age. With unmatched flexibility, and with ev-
er-richer applications emerging all the time, the future of PDF technology looks bright.

Supported by Electronic Document Conference sponsors, this book samples the extraordi-
nary breadth of commercial offerings available for PDF technology.

Duff Johnson, Executive Director



3D PDF Consortium
The best 3D digital transformation strategy starts with PDF

15 years ago, Adobe added 3D to PDF and made it easy and inex-
pensive to share 3D data. Today, PDF is an ISO standard document 
format being used by manufacturers around the world to transform 
the way they share digital 3D CAD data with the supply chain.

The 3D PDF Consortium is the ANSI and ISO accredited secretariat for 
the PDF standard (ISO 32000) and is dedicated to driving the adop-
tion of PDF solutions. The Consortium works with the ISO technical 
committee (TC 171 SC 2) to continuously evolve the PDF standards 
to keep pace with modern 3D technologies like Model Based Defi-
nition (MBD), the Digital Twin and Industry 4.0. Members include 
manufacturing companies, software developers, academic and 
government organizations with a shared interest in developing and 
implementing open 3D standards.

To find out more about 3D PDF and how it 
enables digital transformation, contact us at 
info@3dpdfconsortium.org or visit our web-
site at www.3dpdfconsortium.org.





Office Server  
Document Converter  

 Fast, automated, high volume conversions on a server  
 Unlimited number of users, unlimited conversions per server 
 Batch convert Microsoft Office 97-2016 files to PDF or PDF/A  
 Batch convert image files to PDF or PDF/A 
 Supports over 30 input file formats 
 Supports BIDI languages 
 Automated thumbnail creation 
 Easy system integration with Command-line, .NET, COM, Java and C/C++ interfaces  

Output Files 
 PDF/A 
 PDF 
 SVG/SVG Tiny 
 PNG/TIFF/JPEG 
 INX* 
 XPS* 
 SWF* 

Input Files 
 MS Office 97-2016 

 Word 
 Excel  
 PowerPoint 

 PDF 
 RTF 
 Text 
 SVG/SVG Tiny 
 WMF/EMF 
 BMP/PNG/TIFF/GIF 
 JPEG/JPEG 2000 
 CGM* 

*Available for Plus Version only 

Multiple API options: 
 Java 
 .NET 
 COM  
 C/C++ 
 Command-line 

Available for Windows & Linux  
Visit rainbowpdf.com for more information  
and download a free 30-day evaluation trial today. 

Convert Documents to PDF without MS Office or Adobe Software 

The Enterprise Server Solution for Document Conversion 
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Antenna House Regression Testing System 
 Automated PDF to PDF Visual Comparison 
 High Speed Performance 
 Catches 100% of the Differences  
 Compares PDFs on a Visual Level 
 90%+ Reduction in Regression Testing Time 
 Able to Test More Often with Increased Reliability 
 Generates Customizable Reports with XML & XSL-FO 
 

Every organization producing PDF documents has a universal requirement to do regression testing 
of the visual output of their systems. As software evolves and improves over time, the possibility of 
newly, unwanted behavior occurring always exists. The two illustrations above feature an aircraft  
engine produced from an original and updated software. You might not see the difference with the 
naked eye, but there is missing information in the second image. This small, but significant error 
could stretch over thousands of documents and lead to major problems if left undetected. The   
automated Antenna House Regression Testing System can quickly compare thousands of pages of 
PDF documents and find even the smallest visual difference. AHRTS is now available for you to try! 

Visit antennahouse.com for more information  
and contact info@antennahouse.com for a free trial. 
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Change & Version Management

Making Content Accessible

Intelligent Printing

MadeForLayers
Efficient Layer Organization

axaio MadeToTag is an Adobe InDesign plug-in to properly 
prepare and export InDesign documents as accessible and 
tagged PDF files – much easier, faster and more reliable.  
Although it is possible to export to a tagged PDF using Adobe 
InDesign’s built-in features, MadeToTag provides important 
additional features that simplify, secure and accelerate the 

axaio software is a German company developing plug-ins, which streamline PDF creation, printing and con-
tent correction workflows for Adobe InDesign, InCopy, Illustrator and QuarkXPress environments. axaio tools 
vastly enhances the reliability of PDF generation, print output processes and seamlessly integrate into  
editorial envirnments. Another topic axaio is focusing on, is the generation of accessible PDF documents 
from within Adobe InDesign, a topic of growing importance. axaio solutions are being used by publishing 
houses, ad agencies, public institutions, prepress service providers and the packaging industry worldwide.  

axaio MadeToPrint is the intelligent print and export  
solution for publishers, printers, ad agencies and the pack-
aging industry, to standardize and automate the output from 
within Adobe InDesign/InDesign Server, Illustrator, InCopy 
and QuarkXPress. Output settings are configured once by a  

axaio MadeForLayers is a plug-in for Adobe InDesign and 
Illustrator which simplifies the creation and editing of layer- 
heavy documents. It reduces human errors by combining  
layers into layer views, showing e.g. different language or  
regional variants of a document with a single mouse-click. 

axaio MadeToCompare provides an ideal change and ver- 
sion management solution for editorial and corporate environ-
ments as well as for the creation/tracking of business reports. 
Typically when working with several editors on a large number 
of texts, you need to constantly track and visualize revisions, 

Download a free trial: www.axaio.com

preparation and creation process. Time-consuming post-pro-
cessing in Adobe Acrobat is no longer necessary. MadeToTag 
also ensures that the legal requirements for an accessible PDF,  
based on the PDF/UA ISO standard, are met. MadeToTag per-
forms a series of own processing steps and corrects various 
critical errors that are crucial for PDF/UA compliance.

responsible person to guarantee secure and consistent output 
results. The automation process is based on a hot folder sup-
port, i.e. processing without any manual control. In addition 
MadeToPrint includes connectors to publishing systems, e.g. 
WoodWing Enterprise, vjoon K4, Quark Publishing Platform. 

In packaging layouts you can clearly differ between multiple 
technical versions with one hand grab: e.g. save layer views, 
containing layer names and metadata definitions, and apply 
them to new or existing documents to standardize how docu-
ments are structured and to enable automation in production.

changes and corrections. MadeToCompare excels in detecting 
and conveniently visualizing even the minutest differences 
between document versions. This makes it easier and quick-
er to find, edit and correct text passages or individual words.  
Accuracy, peace-of-mind and time/cost savings guaranteed!

Contact us at: info@axaio.com
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www.callassoft ware.com

pdfToolbox deals with any kind 
of PDF task or requirement in 
 pre-press and print  production. 
It allows for preflight,  corrections 
and imposition. In additon, it 
has several  features to add the 
 finishing touch to your PDF, 
e.g. adding barcodes (or other 
page content) or automatically 
 deriving white or varnish forms 
from the  existing page content.

Automation is at the core of 
pdfToolbox.  pdfToolbox  Server/

CLI can be  integrated, using 
hot folders or command-line. 
pdfToolbox SDK on the other 
hand is a  progamming library. 
The interactive  pdfToolbox 

Desktop is available as a  plug-in 
for Adobe Acrobat Pro or as a 
 standalone  application.

pdfChip is a command-line 
 application that creates 
high-quality PDF from HTML. 
It  supports all HTML features, 
but extends to support CMYK, 
spot color, XMP metadata, 
PDF  standards, SVG, MathML, 
 barcodes ...

pdfaPilot converts a huge 
 variety of source files into 
PDF or PDF/A for  long-term 
 archiving or into other PDF 
based ISO  standards. Source 
file formats can be off ice files, 
email files, HTML,  PostScript 
and many more. 

pdfaPilot Server/CLI  converts 
fully  automated PDF or  native 
files and e-mails, using hot 
 folders or command-line. 
pdfaPilot SDK on the other 
hand is a  programming library. 
The  interactive  pdfaPilot Desk-

top is available as a plug-in 
for Adobe Acrobat Pro or as a 
 standalone application.

pdfGoHTML is a free  plug-in 
in Adobe  Acrobat. It converts 
tagged PDF files into HTML, 
 supporting the ISO PDF/
UA  standard for universally 
 accessible PDF  documents and 
forms.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Your PDF problems solved
callas soft ware finds simple ways to handle complex PDF 
 challenges. As a  technology  innovator, callas soft ware  develops 
and markets PDF technology for publishing, print  production, 
 document exchange and document archiving. callas soft ware 
was founded in 1995 and is based in Berlin, Germany.

Agencies, publishing companies and printers use callas 

 pdfToolbox to preflight, correct and repurpose PDF files for 
print production and electronic publishing.

Businesses and government agencies all over the world rely on 
callas pdfaPilot future-proof, fully PDF/A compliant  archiving.

In addition, callas soft ware technology is available as a 
 programming library (SDK) for  developers with a need for PDF 
optimization, validation and correction. Soft ware vendors, 
such as Adobe, Quark, Xerox and many others, have under-
stood the quality and flexibility  provided by these callas tools 
and have  incorporated them into their solutions.

callas soft ware actively supports international standards 
and has been participating in ISO, CIP4, the European Color 
Initiative and the Ghent PDF Workgroup. callas soft ware is 
a  founding member of the PDF/A Competence Center.



Fast and Flexible Solutions
Do it yourself, have us do it or use a hybrid approach

COMMONLOOK 
PDF VALIDATOR

Free PDF 
Accessibility 

Checker

COMMONLOOK 
CLARITY

Monitor and 
Track PDF 

Accessibility

COMMONLOOK 
PDF

Accessibility 
Remediation

Software

COMMONLOOK 
OFFICE

Word & PPT
to Accessible 
PDF Creator

COMMONLOOK 
DYNAMIC

Accessible PDF 
Generator

© 2019 CommonLook

Offices in the United States, Canada & Australia

CommonLook AI Cloud: Next-Level Remediation 

PDF Accessibility, Simplified.

Portal for managing documents submitted for remediation

Software designed to learn from your existing documents

Best use case is for large quantities of similar documents

Large quantities of documents can be quickly remediated

Highly accurate remediation

Files are final tested for 100% compliance by our 
professional remediation team



LIGHTS OUT
PDF DOCUMENT PROCESSING

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE &
ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION

Streamline your PDF document intake processes with 5th generation 
machine learning technology. Intellidact AI includes industry’s leading 
unstructured data recognition, document classification & separation, 

data extraction & redaction, and digital colleague software bots.

Your future is now!

sales@csisoft.com     |     csisoft.com     |     (407) 630-8248



www.datalogics.com

Datalogics PDF Java Toolkit
Native Java library for 
automating work�ows

Adobe PDF Library
Built with the same core 
technology that Adobe uses 
to build Acrobat

Why choose Datalogics? 
You deserve the best.

Extract Print

Check Manage
Forms

Optimize Convert

Accurately extract
data from PDFs

Detect, analyze, and 
identify PDF errors

Easily reduce
PDF �le size

Automate and 
extend forms

Automate and control 
print work�ows

Batch convert Microsoft O�ce 
�les, PostScript, EPS, and 
image �les to PDF

Free Evaluations

Achieve More with the Right PDF Solutions

With over 50 years of experience and 
top-rated support, Datalogics provides 
PDF technologies and solutions 
used by companies of all sizes worldwide.

Your software is great, 
but are you missing a piece?

We already have your perfect fit!
We’re the document software experts!

•	 OEM	enterprise	forms	&	document	software	
•	 One	Designer	•	One	Template
•	 PDF,	PDF/UA,	PDF/A-3,	HTML,	PS,	PCL
•	 Omni-channel	Delivery
•	 Easy	Integration	with	OEM	Core	Software
•	 4K	Licenses	Installed

www. EclipseCorp.US

+1.678.408.1245

Transform 
boring documents 
into marketing 
powerhouses!



Your software is great, 
but are you missing a piece?

We already have your perfect fit!
We’re the document software experts!

•	 OEM	enterprise	forms	&	document	software	
•	 One	Designer	•	One	Template
•	 PDF,	PDF/UA,	PDF/A-3,	HTML,	PS,	PCL
•	 Omni-channel	Delivery
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www. EclipseCorp.US

+1.678.408.1245

Transform 
boring documents 
into marketing 
powerhouses!







Electronic Signature and PDF

Sign Live! cloud suite gears
ETSI and eIDAS compliant electronic signing of PDF and PDF/A 
documents (CAdES, XAdES, PAdES and DTS) 
Longterm validation profile (LTV, Evidence Records) 
Pure web-based solution (zero installation) 
Support for smartcards, HSMs and remote signature services 
Highly scalable architecture 
Powerful Web service API for easy integration with business 
applications

intarsys.de

Founding member of Cloud Signature Consortium



See how iText can work for you  
https://itextpdf.com/en/free-trial

We at iText are passionate about PDF. We want to 
enable developers to create powerful PDF driven pro-
cesses, and we make this possible with iText 7 Core. 
Available for Java and .NET,  iText 7 offers new features, 
plus easier creation and editing through a greatly 
improved document model and layout engine for your 
high volume or high availability/speed document      
processes.  iText 7 also offers you both high and low 
level API editing, so you can dive down into the details 
or keep a broader view depending on your needs.

Key Advantages:

•   Improved document model and 
layout engine

•   Intuitive APIs - both high and low          
level

•   Improved encyption, hashing and 
digital signature support

•   Supports the latest PDF standards 
(PDF 2.0, PDF/A, PDF/UA)

•   Broader calligraphy support
•   SVG support
 

Add-ons available:
pdfHTML Convert HTML to PDF

pdfXFA  Program and flatten dynamic forms

pdfCalligraph Use advanced typography and 
non-western writing systems

pdf2Data Extract data from PDF 

pdfSweep  Securely redact confidential data

pdfDebug Developers tool for debugging PDF

iText 7

Harness the power of PDF

TRY IT FREE FOR
30 DAYS

Automate PDFs in your digital document workflow

Product:
iText DITO          Template engine that converts data into 

iText-quality PDFs



My SignaturesC. Billups

Copyright © 2019 Nitro Software, Inc. All rights reserved. Nitro, the Nitro logo, Nitro Pro, and Nitro Cloud are trademarks 
and/or registered trademarks, of Nitro Software, Inc. or its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries.

We needed to give everyone 

access to the necessary 

tools so that they can 

continue to embrace our 

digital strategy. Nitro is 

enabling us to move quickly 

in this space.”

Andrew Clowes, 
CIO at JLL Australia 

PDF Tools for All
Lower cost. Greater productivity. Happier employees.

See why at GoNitro.com

Imagine providing PDF productivity and unlimited eSigning to every 

user in your organization, without breaking the bank. Imagine a 

technology vendor who prioritizes partnership—not profits—to 

deliver solutions that help make employees happier, more efficient, 

and more empowered.

The right digital tools can be the difference between a workforce 

that’s productive or frustrated. With Nitro, you’ll not only benefit 

from scalable solutions that drive digitization, paperless progress, 

and employee satisfaction, you’ll gain a long-term partner dedicated 

to your success.

Still working with the solution from 20 years ago?

Nitro is the partnership
for tomorrow. 



Accurately convert PDF tables to Excel, CSV, XML & HTML

No more time consuming and error prone copying and pasting

Use our website, powered

by AWS, or install our

standalone linux binary on

your own infrastructure

PDFTables has an API

available so that you can

integrate PDF data extraction

into your operations

Each core can process

between 3 and 12 pages per

second, dependent on how

busy they are

All transactions are end-to-

end encrypted. Any uploaded

data will be deleted after 72

hours

Go to PDFTables.com for 75 free page credits

Enterprise packages available if:

- converting large volumes of PDFs

- you need to keep data within your own network

- requiring a Service Level Agreement

If you'd like any more information or have any questions, feel free to get in touch!

hello@pdftables.com @pdftables /pdftables /pdftables

.com
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Member benefits
Technical resources

 σ Technical Working Groups
 σ Technical notes
 σ Application notes
 σ Test suites
 σ Reference suites
 σ Best practices
 σ Interoperability workshops
 σ Technical conferences
 σ Participation in ISO committees
 σ Open-source validation software

Marketing resources
 σ Company profile on pdfa.org
 σ Products and services listing on pdfa.org
 σ Post thought-leadership articles and educational content
 σ Post announcements and other news from your company
 σ Sponsor industry events
 σ Receive discounts on events
 σ Industry networking
 σ Use of the PDF Association members’ logo



Everything we do is driven by passion for   
software development and the challenges it brings

What’s in it for you? Creating a legally conform 
digital long-term archive does not mean having 
to redesign the infrastructure of your entire do-
cument process. Thanks to numerous interfaces 
and product variations, our components can be 
easily integrated, expanded and scaled in existing 
environments.

We’ll be pleased to assist you – we stand be-
hind our products and are only satisfied when 
our customers are too. We support you through 
all phases, from evaluation to testing through to 
operation. Any support request that we receive is 
handled and answered directly by our developers.

3-Heights™ Kernel – efficient processing, quality 
results, and stable and reliable operation are es-
sential when processing growing volumes of data. 
The architecture of the 3-Heights kernel has been 
designed to meet these demands.

PDF TOOLS AG • KASERNENSTRASSE 1, 8184 BACHENBÜLACH, SWITZERLAND 
PHONE +41 43 411 44 51 • MAIL GRUEZI@PDF-TOOLS.COM • WWW.PDF-TOOLS.COM

SWISS
MADE

PDF &
PDF/A
Passion
PDF Tools AG is backed by a dedicated team. All 
of our employees are passionate about software 
development and overcoming its challenges. We 
work together closely in the different disciplines 
at our headquarters in Switzerland, and we also 
enjoy the support of a  global network of partners.

Our engineers in the fields of electrical enginee-
ring, mathematics and software engineering are 
united by a passion for sophisticated and power-
ful software. All development activities are perfor-
med in-house at PDF Tools AG in Switzerland to 
shorten communication pathways and accelerate 
decision-making processes.

Evolution & innovation

The digital age has arrived and has an impact on 
all of us. More  than 4,000 customers in over 60 
countries place their trust in our products.

Our products are continuously developed to meet 
the latest requirements of our customers and 
the market. Constructive  dialog between our 
customers an developers allows us to identify 
trends and requirements quickly and to apply this 
knowledge when planning and improving our pro-
ducts.

As the Swiss representative on the ISO committee 
for PDF/A and PDF, and a founding member of the 
PDF Association, we incorporate our knowledge 
directly into product development.
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3-Heights™

Navigate manually (user action) or 
programmatically through a docu-
ment  | Select between different fit 
modes | Rotate and display the page 
| Show thumbnails and use them for 
navigation | Show outlines (Book-
marks)  | Change language of the GUI 
| Create, edit and delete annotations 
| Text annotations | Ink annotations | 
Free hand drawings | Stamp anno-
tations | Freetext annotations | High-
light annotations | Touch handling 
for mobile devices | Enter password 
to decrypt PDF documents | Read 
document from file or memory or 
from a blob | Supports the Forms 
Data Format (FDF) file format

FOR YOUR EFFICIENT DOCUMENT PROCESSING

GRUEZI@PDF-TOOLS.COM
www.pdf-tools.com

Kasernenstrasse 1, 8184 Bachenbülach 
Phone +41 43 411 44 50 

pdftoolscom pdftoolsag

get in

TOUCH

The 3-Heights™ PDF Web Viewer API is a compact, high-performance, 
high-quality javascript PDF viewer. It offers a multitude of navigational and 

display options for displaying documents. 

This viewer is mainly characterized by its increased performance and its unI-
form and simple interface. 

Thanks to the 3-Heights™ PDF Web Viewer, end users are able to edit PDF 
documents directly in the app or browser solution whether by commenting, 

adding a stamp or Post-it note, inserting text or marks, or drawing freehand.

PDF WEB VIEWER

3-pager-test_v3.indd   2 24.04.2019   11:35:11



CAPTURE
Incoming mail
Digitalization of incoming 
paper mail and validation of 
incoming e-mail

MANAGE
Process
Automation and processing
within ISO standards and
enterprise-guidelines

DELIVER
Outgoing mail
Ensuring authenticity and
integrity for document 
exchange

PRESERVE
Archiving
Validation of document quality 
vs. archive-guidelines

CREATE
Document creation
Quality assurance and 
correction of internally 
created documents

INITIAL VALIDATION

REPAIR
OPTIM

IZATION
CONVERSION

SIGNING
VALIDATION

Analyze incoming PDF documents | Detect and repair corrupted PDF documents | Verify the va-
lidity of signatures | Monitor document quality | Standardize document formats | Assure standard 
conformance | Preserve document legibility | Assembling dossiers from various sources | Resize 
your files according to your requirements | Converted into the PDF/A-2 standard | sign for electronic 
long-term archive with PAdES standard | Compliant document archiving | Conformant with industry 
and company-specific regulations

The 3-Heights™ PDF Quality Gate solutions support companies to assure a 
reliable quality in records management. An enterprise’s information resides 
partially in the heads of its employees and partially in documents and other 
non-volatile forms. 

For many enterprises, business documents represent fundamental elements 
of many processes. Therefore, ensuring long-term document quality in records 
management by means of an enterprise-wide Quality Gate is of strategic rele-
vance. 

Thanks to a statically placed Quality Gate, unwanted complications can be 
avoided and compliance with ISO standards and enterprise level principles, 
such as archiving guidelines, ensured.

3-Heights™

FOR YOUR DOCUMENT QUALITY ASSURANCE

PDF QUALITY GATE

3-pager-test_v3.indd   3 24.04.2019   11:35:11



THE WORLD’S LEADING 
DOCUMENT SDK

pdftron.com

EASILY ADD ACCURATE, RELIABLE AND FAST 
PDF, CAD, AND MS OFFICE FUNCTIONALITY TO 
ANY APPLICATION OR WORKFLOW.

CROSS-PLATFORM, CLIENT OR SERVER-SIDE
CUSTOMIZABLE OPEN SOURCE UI/UX
BUILT FROM THE GROUND UP & FULLY SUPPORTED
FULL-SPECTRUM OF DOCUMENT PROCESSING CAPABILITIES



What is a Corporate Conversion Server?
Corporate Conversion Server (CCS) is a high effi cient con-

version engine, which provides all requirements of enter-

prise-wide fi le conversion tasks with automated processes. 

With fl exible interfaces every fi le generating and managing 

system can use this engine through adapted integration methods. Numerous additional functions wrap up this scopeof functions.
In many companies there are business processes, which re-

quire or enhance fi le conversion functions. There may be 

many thousand fi le conversions a day for different process 

contexts. A standardized infrastructure can provide signi-fi cant cost reductions.

What does a Corporate Conversion Server 
do?
A Corporate Conversion Server is a professional software 

solution for conversion of application data and many fi le 

formats into print and standardized formats. The central 

service can do all conversion tasks in an enterprise. It can be seamlessly integrated into existing IT environments. For 

many fi le generating systems there are pre-defi ned and con-

fi gured fi eld-tested Integrations.

Conversion servers from SEAL Systems can increase the 

op

timization potential of the daily operating work of middle-

sized and large companies. In addition they offer new pos-sibilities for easy confi guration and control of processes and 

structures. This enables the performance of transactions with a process complexity and effi ciency, which was not pos-

sible so far.

Who benefi ts from Corporate Conversion 
Server?
All enterprises and institutions will have advantages for 

their fi le conversion processes. There is also much benefi t for 

CIOs, who want to enhance effi ciency and security of con-

version and want to reduce the costs for this. Also for all 

We plan and initiate a conversion solution together with you which auto-
mates all of your requirements surrounding fi le-to-document conversions.

Corporate Conversion Server

Your Benefi ts at a glance

  Central administration and confi guration   

 of conversion processes

  Integration into all data sources

  High usability

  Consolidation of system variety

  Automatic workfl ows, also of complex 

 processes

  Numerous additional functions

  SEAL Systems Service quality

Information

Contact

Dr. Uwe Wächter

Business Development 

uwe.waechter@sealsystems.de 

+49 6154 637 372

Lohmühlweg 4 | 91341 Röttenbach (Deutschland)

Tel. +49 9195 926-0 | Fax +49 9195 1739

www.sealsystems.com/ccs

responsible managers of IT infrastructures, system admini-

strators and helpdesk providers the times for error search 

and troubleshooting in conversion processes are signifi cantly

reduced. For all users, who have to optimize conversion 

processes, the CSS is an effi cient tool. For the users the re-

quired conversion is always available and it really works!

®

Qoppa Software®

Unleash the Power of PDF!

Flexible server software for automation, easy-to-use 

PDF-enable the whole enterprise
SDKdesktop and mobile applications, powerful Java  to 

We have all the PDF Technology Your Business needs!

PDF Automation
Streamline your PDF processing, document workflows and web service 
orchestration in your organization using Qoppa's PDF Automation Server, which  
provides a rich set of PDF processing functions and includes a flexible REST API.

Web PDF Viewing and Annotating
High fidelity conversion of PDF documents to HTML5 / SVG to serve PDF content 
directly to browsers. Markup, sign, fill forms, redact documents and save back to 
the server.

PDF Processing APIs
Professional suite of Java PDF libraries and components that seamlessly integrate 
into your application to create, convert, print, sign, optimize, redact, OCR, view 
and markup, preflight PDF documents, and more...

Professional Grade / Expert Support
Highest levels of reliability, performance and PDF feature coverage. All products 
use Qoppa’s proprietary PDF technology, developed and refined for more than 15
years. No third party software required. Support provided by expert developers.

100% Java, all platforms supported

100% PDF compatible

Reliable PDF Technology for the Cloud

Visit www.qoppa.com for
live demos and evaluation

Contact
+1 404-343-4940
sales@qoppa.com
www.qoppa.com

Qoppa Software
2099 Monroe Dr, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30324

Mention PDF Association 
flyer for a 10% discount



3D PDF
WHAT IS A 3D PDF?
A 3D PDF is a standard Adobe PDF document that contains
interactive 3D content.

SEAL Systems Inc. | www.sealsystems.com | info@sealsystems.com

WHY YOUR COMPANY NEEDS 3D PDFs

Once a CAD drawing has been converted and embedded into a
3D PDF, the drawing can be viewed without need for the original
application or a special viewer. Therefore, 3D drawings can be
shared with other departments easily and cost-effectively.

BENEFITS OF 3D PDF

� Conversion to PDF retains
visual integrity

� Archive documents easily
for regulatory/compliance

� Embed Office, Graphics,
CAD and more

Application Developers and Scanner Manufacturers
TWAIN Direct is the fi rst zero-footprint, mobile-ready version of TWAIN’s royalty-free open standard protocol.  

TWAIN Direct expedites development of applications accessing scanners, without requiring vendor-specifi c drivers!  

TWAIN Direct supports direct network communication between desktop applications and scanning devices, 
and addresses the need for something simple and direct that expedites application development and results 
in a feature-rich end user experience.

TWAIN Direct makes scanned documents immediately available to any local client or cloud-based application, 
so time and resources are saved through ease of integration and reduced support needs.

Adopt TWAIN Direct today! Gain access to everything you need to develop your own TWAIN Direct application 
or hardware device.

For more information, visit TWAINDirect.org or contact Erin Dempsey – erin.dempsey@twain.org

THE NEXT GENERATION IMAGE ACQUISITION TECHNOLOGY

•  Driverless network scanning 
•  Universal hardware support 
•  Common user experience, regardless of brand
•  Multi-platform support
•  Secure and encrypted communications
•  Transfer fully-formed PDF fi les
•  Embedded metadata
•  Simple pre-built code for both hardware and software vendors
•  Provides the transfer of a PDF/raster document vs. raw image 
   data which requires external capture software
•  Easily move from TWAIN Classic to TWAIN Direct 
   with tools provided
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®

2019

New!
Insert PDF add-ins
for Microsoft®
PowerPoint® & 
Visio®



The complete PDF solution for business
Cut costs and empower your users with the #1 Adobe® Acrobat® 
replacement on Windows and Mac.



Simpler for you, more powerful for them
When you deploy PDFelement software across your organization, you gain a powerful platform for communicating
and collaborating. You’ll also maintain control over licensing costs, deployment, security, and compliance.

G2 Crowd Leader in Document 
Creation Software

You’ll be in good company

PDFelement has scored top marks on G2 Crowd for
usability, support and user satisfaction in 2019.

From Fortune 500 to multinational nonprofits, scaling 
and enterprise companies choose PDFelement to
drive their digital transformation. 

Get the flexibility to provision, track, and manage
licensing across groups and teams.

User Management

Enjoy the freedom of Perpetual Licensing with no
lengthy contractual requirements.

Perpetual Licensing

Implement the easiest PDF solution with powerful
PDF editing, conversion, and collaboration tools.

Enterprise-Class Features

MSI through GPO, Windows SCCM, Windows
Terminal Server™, Citrix™, and more.

Ease of Deployment

“PDFelement is everything that Adobe Acrobat isn’t: 
simple, affordable, with effective features to manage 
every day office documents.”

-Joe Garrison, IT Manager



Lower Software Management Costs
From productivity gains to lower licensing and IT support costs, PDFelement enables you to standardize on a single 
PDF solution at a fraction of the cost of Adobe® Acrobat®.

Perpetual licensing delivers faster ROI and reduces your 
TCO by an average of 60% relative to your Adobe® 
Acrobat® agreement.

Lower TCO

Gain control of your volume licensing

Volume License (VL) Virtual/Terminal Server 
min 5 users

Site License (SL)
min 200 users

Organizations that want 
administrative simplicity with 
licensing management.

Terminal license for remote access 
to software from virtual/terminal 
server.

Open license for organizational-
wide deployment.

License Type Perpetual Perpetual Perpetual

Licensed Per Named User Profile Named User Profile User Profile

Installation Single license key Server license Key Open license key

License
Management

Online tool to easily manage 
licenses and users

Online/Offline license manager tool 
for virtual/terminal servers

Online/Offline license 
management

Software
Assurance

2 years (Optional) 2 years (Optional) 2 years (Mandatory)

Standardizing from multiple PDF editors to a single product 
solution lowers support overhead.

Lower IT Support Costs

By purchasing Software Assurance, your organization 
receives upgrades to the next product version as it is 
released. 

Lower Maintenance

Learn more at pdf.wondershare.com/business
Choose PDFelement for the work you do everyday.

Reduce printing and operational costs by migrating 
workflows from paper to digital.

Reduce Operational Costs
By switching from Adobe® Acrobat® Pro DC to PDFelement, 

our customers typically cut costs by at least 60%.

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

100 Users

~$50,000 USD

100 Users

~$10,000 USD

Acrobat® 
Pro DC
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